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Today, Paris Déco Off creators are quenching our thirst for nature, light
and colour. During this month of June, they are offering us bouquets
of flowers, a profusion of poetic patterns and feel-good hues.

Lelièvre Paris presents its new fabrics, wallpapers, and home accessories
collection for Jean Paul Gaultier…
This time the influences are taken from the pop universe, where the fortune teller and
the work of the macrame makers blend naturally into magical landscapes of floral opulence and the third dimension and other graphic waves. The introduction of the first
two outdoor fabrics continue the mix of playing with nature...
still with a nod to the influence of pop and even rock...

With Grand Angle, Nobilis revives one of its iconic themes with
this signature collection of contemporary panoramic wallpapers. Abstract and dream-like landscapes
combined with figurative motifs,
large "arty" drawings and precious
patines. The House’s famous PBS
wallcovering is used to create a
large scale marquetry, with 3 varieties of wood. Revisit grasscloths
adorned with a classic drawings
and a collage using its ‘Raku’ design wallpaper to form a Japanese
moor.
With this large collection, Nobilis
combines classic and contemporary designs, with audacity and refinement

The new (and third) collection born from the collaboration
between Jannelli&Volpi and Missoni, proposes wallpaper
presenting new patterns inspired by nature, side by side with
the iconic designs of Missoni, within the brand’s signature color
pallet, which brings out the combination of classic and modern
taste of the collection.‘Palenque’graphics offers impressionistic
brush strokes. Its varied lengths, and widths bring this
patchwork with its warp and weft to life, in a varied range of
colors with greens, blues, greys and ochre.
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